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Abstract
In this paper we consider numerical methods for solving nonlinear equations on matrix Lie groups. Recently Owren and
Welfert (Technical Report Numerics, No 3=1996, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway,
1996) have proposed a method where the original nonlinear equation F(Y ) = 0 is transformed into a nonlinear equation
on the Lie algebra of the group, thus Newton-type methods may be applied which require the evaluation of exponentials
of matrices. Here the previous transformation will be performed by the Cayley approximant of the exponential map. This
approach has the advantage that no exponentials of matrices are needed. The numerical tests reported in the last section
seem to show that our approach is less expensive and provides a larger convergence region than the method of Owren
and Welfert. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years numerical analysts have shown a growing interest in numerical methods on Lie
groups, in particular, in the solution of ODEs (see [3,4,7,9,12]), in methods for computing the
roots of nonlinear equations (see [11]) or in the interpolation problem of elements of a Lie group
(see [8]). Let G be a matrix Lie group and g its Lie algebra (see [10] for the denition of Lie group
and of its Lie algebra). The mathematical form of our problem consists in nding a solution Y in
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G of the equation
F(Y ) = 0; (1)
where the matrix function F is such that
F :G! g:
Let us recall some practical cases in which the proposed methods may be applied.
Example 1. Let A be a real symmetric tridiagonal d d matrix. Then it is well known that
A= YY T; (2)
where  is the eigenvalue matrix and Y is the orthogonal eigenvector matrix. If  is known, in
order to nd Y one could solve the following nonlinear equation:
F(Y ) = B(YAY T) = 0;
where
B(L) = L+ − L−
and where L+ (L−) denotes the strictly upper (lower) part of L. Since B() transforms symmetric
matrices into skew-symmetric ones, then F maps orthogonal matrices into skew-symmetric ones.
Example 2. Let A be a real unsymmetric d d matrix. Then the Schur decomposition gives
A= YY T; (3)
where  is an upper triangular matrix and Y is an orthogonal matrix. If  is known, in order to
nd Y we could solve the following equation:
F(Y ) = A− AT − Y (− T)Y T = 0;
where F is a map transforming orthogonal matrices into skew-symmetric ones (see [5]).
Example 3. Consider the following ODE on a matrix Lie group G:
Y 0 = YG(Y ); Y (0) = Y0; (4)
where the matrix function G maps elements of G into g. The Crouch{Grossman and Munthe{Kaas
versions of the implicit Euler method yet
Y (k+1) = Y (k) exp(hG(Y (k+1))); k>0;
where Y (0) = Y0 and h is the time step (see [2,9]). Thus at each k we need to solve a nonlinear
equation of the following form:
Y − Z exp(hG(Y )) = 0
with Z 2 G known and close to Y such that Z−1Y is close to the identity matrix I , that is we have
to nd the root of the equivalent nonlinear equation
F(Y ) = log(Z−1Y )− hG(Y ) = 0; (5)
where F transforms orthogonal matrices into skew-symmetric ones.
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Example 4. Let A be a matrix of the Lie algebra g and suppose to be very expensive to compute
the matrix Y 2 G such that exp(A) = Y . Then we may consider the equivalent problem
F(Y ) = A− log(Y ) = 0
and we can use our procedures to nd the zero of such a nonlinear equation.
Here we concentrate our attention on a quadratic group of a nonsingular, symmetric or skew-
symmetric matrix H . Several matrix groups of great importance for the physicists are the quadratic
groups, such as the orthogonal group, the symplectic group and the Lorentz group. Now we recall
the denition of a quadratic group on R and of its Lie algebra (see [6]).
Denition. Let H be a nonsingular, symmetric or skew-symmetric d  d matrix. The quadratic
group H(d;R) related to H , is given by the set of all matrices Y 2 Rdd such that Y THY =H: The
Lie algebra h associated with H(d;R) is the set of all A 2 Rdd such that ATH + HA= 0:
If H is a symmetric and positive-denite matrix, the group we get is the special orthogonal group
SO(d;R). If H is the identity matrix Id of size d, we obtain the orthogonal group O(d;R) with
Lie algebra given by the set of skew-symmetric matrices o = fA 2 Rdd jAT + A = 0g: If H is the
following skew-symmetric matrix:
J =

0 Id
−Id 0

; (6)
we get the symplectic group Sp(2d;R) with Lie algebra given by the set of Hamiltonian matrices
sp = fA 2 R2d2d jATJ + JA= 0g:
The Lorentz group L(d;R), with d = p + m, is the quadratic group of the diagonal matrix
D = diag(Ip;−Im), and its Lie algebra l is given by the set of matrices A 2 Rdd of the form
A=

A1 A2
AT2 A3

; (7)
where A1 and A3 are skew-symmetric matrices in Rpp and A2 2 Rpm.
In this paper we will consider the numerical solution of nonlinear equations of the form (1) where
F :H(d;R)! h: (8)
If Y0 2H is an approximation of the solution, the Newton iteration for (1) yields the sequence
Yn+1 = Yn − [D(F(Yn))]−1F(Yn); n>0;
where D(F(Yn)) denotes the tangent map of F at Yn. The problem is that this sequence is not
guaranteed to be on the matrix group H. In order to keep the numerical solution on H, a two step
procedure may be considered in which, Yn 2H given, rstly we compute
Hn+1 = Yn − [D(F(Yn))]−1F(Yn)
and then we assume
Yn+1 =PHn+1; n>0;
where PHn+1 denotes a projection of Hn+1 on the matrix group H. For instance, in the case of
the orthogonal group, PHn+1 will be the factor Q of the QR Gram{Schmidt factorization for Hn+1
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(see [5]); while in the case of the symplectic group PHn+1 will be the factor Q of the symplectic
factorization for Hn+1 (see [1]). This procedure is very expensive because at each n we have to
compute [D(F(Yn))]
−1 and the factor Q. On the other hand, when g is a Banach space, Owren and
Welfert, by means of the exponential map exp : g ! G, suggest to transform the original nonlinear
equation (1) into a nonlinear equation on the Lie algebra of the group, thus Newton-type methods
may be applied which require the evaluation of exponentials of matrices (see [11]). In this paper
we will show that exponentials of matrices may be avoided by using the Cayley map.
2. The Newton-type iterations
We recall that the Cayley approximant of exp(z) and its inverse function are given by
R(z) =
1 + (1=2)z
1− (1=2)z ; L(z) = 2
z − 1
z + 1
; z 2 C:
We note that the Cayley transform R maps the origin 0 of h (that is the zero matrix) to the
identity element of H (that is the identity matrix I) and that R is an analytic dieomorsm on
an open neighborhood N(0) of the origin of h. Let N (I) be the image of N(0) by R that is
N (I) =R(N(0)), then the following result holds. It is known that all matrices Y of N (I) may be
obtained by the Cayley formulae
Y =R(U ) (9)
with U matrix in N(0). Conversely, all matrices U 2N(0) may be obtained by the formulae
U =L(Y ) (10)
with Y matrix in N (I) (see [6]).
Let Z be an approximation of the root Y of F(Y ) = 0 and let Yn be the approximation given by
the nth step of the numerical method such that Z−1Yn 2 N (I). Then there exists Vn 2N(0) such
that
Z−1Yn =R(Vn);
hence
F(Yn) = F(ZR(Vn)) = ~F(Vn); n> 0;
where ~F = F  LZ R with LZ :H!H and LZ(Y ) = ZY .
The function ~F is now a map from h to h and the root V of ~F(V ) = 0 will provide the root of
F(Y ) = 0 by means of the transformation Y = ZR(V ). The dierential d ~FVn of ~F at Vn is a map
dened by
d ~FVn(U ) =
d
dt
~F(Vn + tU )

t=0
:
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Since h is a nite-dimensional vector space, the standard Newton iteration may be applied to solve
~F(V ) = 0, deriving the following Newton{Cayley algorithm:
 given Y0 2H compute V0 2N(0) such that
V0 =L(Z−1Y0) = 2(Z−1Y0 + I)−1(Z−1Y0 − I); (11)
 for n= 0; 1; 2; : : :, nd Un such that
d ~FVn(Un) + ~F(Vn) = 0;
 compute
Vn+1 = Vn + Un; (compute Yn+1 = ZR(Vn+1)): (12)
In practice, given V0, we can avoid to compute the sequence Yn, and we may compute only the
sequence fVng until the convergence in h is reached, then we set Y = ZR(Vn). If Y0 is close to the
solution Y then we can assume Z = Y0 in (11), so that an appropriate starting point is given by
V0 = 0.
However, we have to note that the computational advantage of the Newton{Cayley algorithm with
respect to the methods in [11] is more evident when the sequence fYn+1g is needed because the
computation of Yn+1 by means of (12) is less expensive that the evaluation of Yn+1 = Z exp(Vn+1).
Furthermore, numerical tests seem to say that the convergence region of the Newton{Cayley method
is larger than that of the method in [11].
3. Convergence analysis
Since R(z) is a second-order approximation of exp(z), the convergence of the Newton{Cayley
method may be proved using arguments similar to that given in [11] thus here we only recall the
essential steps of such a proof.
Suppose that h is a Banach space, so that there exists a norm jj jj on h inducing a complete
metric. Let  be the radius of the maximal ball B(0) in h centred at 0 and contained in N(0). For
6 we dene the corresponding ball centered at Y solution of F(Y ) = 0, that is
B(Y ) = fZ 2H jY−1Z =R(U ) 2 N (I); for jjU jj6g:
Let us suppose that there exists a constant  with 0<6 and a positive constant  such that
jjdFZR(U ) − dFZ jj6jjU jj (13)
for all Z 2 B(Y ) and U 2 h such that jjU jj6 (local Lipschitz condition).
Moreover the map dFY is one-to-one and there exists a positive constant  such that
jjdF−1Y jj6: (14)
In the following result, by using assumptions (13) and (14) on the original matrix function F , we
will derive similar conditions on ~F : h ! h. Thus the Newton’s method in Banach spaces applies
to our algorithm for nding the root V of ~F(V ) = 0 related to Y by Y = Z−1R(V ) where Z is in
B ~(Y ) for some ~> 0.
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Theorem 1. Under the assumptions (13); (14) on the original function F; there exist two positive
constants ~ and ~ such that if jjV −V0jj6 ~ then for the sequence fVngn obtained by the Newton{
Cayley algorithm we have
 jjV − Vnjj6 ~ for all n>0;
 limn!1Vn = V and jjV − Vn+1jj6 ~ ~jjV − Vnjj2 for all n>0.
Proof. If U and W are two elements of h close to V , such that jjU jj and jjW jj are both bounded
by , with  small enough, then it follows that
jjd ~FU − d ~FW jj = jjdFZR(U )  dRU − dFZR(W )  dRW jj
6 jjdFZR(U ) − dFZR(W )jj jjdRU jj+ jjdFZR(W )jj jjdRU − dRW jj: (15)
Moreover,
jjdFZR(U ) − dFZR(W )jj6jjdFZ − dFZR(−U )R(W )jj= jjdFZ − dFZR(V^ )jj6jjV^ jj; (16)
where V^ 2 h is such that R(V^ )=R(−U )R(W ) and where we have used the local Lipschitz condition
(13). From R(V^ ) =R(−U )R(W ) it follows that
exp(V^ ) + O(V^
3
) = [exp(−U ) + O(U 3)][exp(W ) + O(W 3)]
that is exp(V^ ) = exp(−U )exp(W ). From the BCH formula in [10] there exists V 2 h such that
exp( V ) = exp(−U )exp(W ), and since jjV^ jj, jj V jj, jjU jj, jjW jj are small enough it follows that
jjV^ jj = jj V jj. From [11], we also obtain that jj V jj6h(4)jj − U + W jj, where h = h(t) is a real
function analytic in a disk around the origin, nondecreasing for t>0 with h(0)= 1. Therefore, from
(15) and (16) it follows that
jjd ~FU − d ~FW jj6h(4)jj − U +W jj jjdRU jj+ jjdFZR(W )jj jjdRU − dRW jj: (17)
Moreover, since Y = ZR(V ), it follows that
jjdFZR(W )jj6jjdFZR(W ) − dFZ jj+ jjdFZ − dFY jj+ jjdFY jj6(jjW jj+ jjV jj) + jjdFY jj: (18)
As jjU jj is small enough, then dRU = dexpU , and from [11] it follows that
jjdRU jj = (2); (19)
where =(t) is analytic in a disk around the origin with (0) = 1. Hence from (17) using (18)
and (19) we have
jjd ~FU − d ~FW jj6h(4)(2)jj − U +W jj+ [(jjW jj+ jjV jj) + jjdFY jj]jjdRU − dRW jj: (20)
Since jjU jj and jjW jj are small enough, we have jjdRU − dRW jj = jjdexpU − dexpW jj and from
[11] it follows that
jjdRU − dRW jj620(2)jj − U +W jj; (21)
where (t) = (exp(t)− 1)=t. Finally, by (20) and (21) we may derive the following upper bound:
jjd ~FU − d ~FW jj6[h(4)(2) + 40(2) + 20(2)jjdFY jj]jj − U +W jj= ~jj − U +W jj:
(22)
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Moreover, from [11], it follows that
jjd ~F−1V jj6jjdR−1V jj jjdF−1Y jj = jjdexp−1V jj jjdF−1Y jj6(2) = ~: (23)
We observe that (22) and (23) are the assumptions for the convergence of the classical Newton’s
method applied to ~F(V ) = 0, hence the sequence fVngn converges quadratically to V in h.
We say that the sequence fY−1Yngn converges to I (that is fY−1Yngn converges to Y ) if and only
if the sequence fWngn of N(0) with
Y−1Yn =R(Wn)
is such that
lim
n!1 jjWnjj= 0:
Therefore, the convergence of Vn to V does not guarantee that of fY−1Yngn to I .
However we may show that
Theorem 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1; it follows that the sequence fY−1Yngn converges
to I.
Proof. We observe that
Y−1Yn =R(Wn);
with Wn 2N(0) for any n>0. On the other hand
Y−1Yn= [ZR(V )]
−1ZR(Vn) =R(−V )R(Vn) = [exp(−V ) + O(V 3)] [exp(Vn) + O(V 3n )]
= exp(−V )exp(Vn) = exp( Wn)
where the existence of Wn derives by the BCH formula and jj Wnjj = jjWnjj. Now since jjV jj, jjVn+1jj,
jj Wn+1jj are small enough, from [11] and Theorem 1 we have
jj Wn+1jj6h(4)jjV − Vn+1jj6 ~ ~h(4)jjV − Vnjj26 ~ ~h3(4)jj Wnjj2
Thus we can conclude that jj Wnjj and jjWnjj converge to zero and that Yn = ZR(Vn) converges to
Y = ZR(V ).
4. Numerical tests
In this section we show the numerical results obtained by the Newton{Cayley method applied to
examples described briey in Section 1 compared with the Newton iteration proposed in [11]. In
all the examples we have posed the tolerance  equal to 10−13 and it has been supposed to achieve
convergence when jjF(Yk)jj26, while the maximum number of iterations was 100. The rate of
convergence  shown in all the tables in this section is dened by
= log
 
jjF(Yp−1)jj2
jjF(Yp−2)jj2
!,
log
 
jjF(Yp−2)jj2
jjF(Yp−3)jj2
!
;
where p is the number of iterations necessary to reach the convergence.
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Table 1
Newton{Cayley Owren{Welfert
Iterations 3 4
Flops 9852 21913
CPU-time 0:10 s 0:23 s
Error 6:9409 10−16 1:3309 10−16
Rate 2:02 2:03
Table 2
Newton{Cayley Owren{Welfert
Iterations 6 7
Flops 9924 22022
CPU-time 0:11 s 0:24 s
Error 1:3901 10−15 1:6852 10−16
Rate 1:99 2:00
All the numerical results programs have been implemented by Matlab and executed on a scalar
computer Alpha 200 4=233 with 128 Mb RAM.
Example 1. We have applied the iterative methods in order to nd the decomposition of the tridi-
agonal symmetric matrix
A=
0
@ 3 1 01 3 −1
0 −1 3
1
A :
In Table 1 we show the behaviour of both methods considered applied with initial condition given
by the zero matrix.
Example 2. As second example we have considered the unsymmetric matrix
A=
0
@ 3 1 12 1 3
0 1 4
1
A :
Computed the upper triangular matrix  using the Matlab function schur, we have applied both
methods to nd the orthogonal matrix Y such that
A= YY T:
In Table 2 we show the behaviour of both methods considered applied with initial condition given
by the zero matrix.
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Table 3
Newton{Cayley Owren{Welfert
Iterations 4 3
Flops 189840 210320
CPU-time 0:84 s 0:94 s
Error 1:2265 10−14 3:1788 10−14
Rate 2:06 2:04
Example 3. In this case we have considered the problem to compute the exponential of the matrix
A=
1
10
0
BB@
3 1 2 1
1 2 1 2
2 0 −3 −1
0 1 −1 −2
1
CCA
Since A is a hamiltonian matrix, eA is symplectic. In Table 3 we show the behaviour of both the
methods considered applied with initial condition given by the matrix J .
We note that both methods have a very similar behaviour considering the number of iteration,
the magnitude of error and the rate of convergence. On the contrary the method of Newton{Cayley
is cheaper for the number of ops required and the CPU-time also when it needs more itera-
tions to achieve convergence. Only if the computation of function F(Y ) is very expensive (as in
Example 3) the performance of methods is similar in CPU-time and ops.
Example 4. Finally we consider the matrix initial value problem of size N
Y 0 = YG(Y ); Y (0) = Y0;
where the matrix function G maps orthogonal into skew-symmetric matrices. Applying one step
of the Crouch{Grossman and Munthe{Kaas version of implicit Euler method, the nonlinear matrix
equation
Y1 = Y0 exp(hG(Y1))
has to be solved. We have considered two dierential systems, given, in Matlab notations, respec-
tively, by
G(Y ) = diag(diag(Y; 1); 1)− diag(diag(Y; 1);−1) (24)
and
G(Y ) = U − U T; U = sin(Y )(2Y − 5Y 2): (25)
We have applied both methods for 10−36h6103 and 36N615 and taking as starting point the
zero matrix and Y0 always equal to the orthogonal matrix computed applying the QR factorization to
matrix magic(N). In Figs. 1 and 2 we have plotted the iterations required by the Newton{Cayley and
the Owren{Welfert method to achieve convergence for the dierential systems dened, respectively,
by functions (24) and (25). We note that in the rst case the convergence region of the Newton{
Cayley method is slightly greater than one of the methods by Owren and Welfert while in the second
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Fig. 1. Example 4. Iterations for Newton{Cayley (on the left) and Owren{Welfert method (on the right) for G(Y ) given
by (24).
Table 4
Size Rate
3 2:07
4 2:00
5 2:00
6 2:03
7 2:01
8 2:04
9 2:00
10 2:01
11 2:02
12 2:03
13 2:00
14 2:01
15 2:02
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Fig. 2. Example 4. Iterations for Newton{Cayley (on the left) and Owren{Welfert (on the right) for G(Y ) given by (25).
case it is smaller. In Table 4 we show the convergence rate for the Newton{Cayley method applied
to the same initial value problem taking h= 1=
p
10 and for dierent values of N .
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